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Background and Scope
California State University, Long Beach, the largest California State University, Long Beach, the largest 
campus with in the 23 – campus CSU system campus with in the 23 – campus CSU system 
was founded in 1949 and is home to over 30,000 was founded in 1949 and is home to over 30,000 
students.  The University is composed of over 87 students.  The University is composed of over 87 
buildings, totaling almost 4.3million square ft of buildings, totaling almost 4.3million square ft of 
building space, 3.8million sqft of which is conditioned building space, 3.8million sqft of which is conditioned 
and occupied. Located near the ocean, the 324-and occupied. Located near the ocean, the 324-
acre campus offers a beautifully landscaped and acre campus offers a beautifully landscaped and 
garden-like setting. With a strong commitment to garden-like setting. With a strong commitment to 
high-quality undergraduate and graduate programs, high-quality undergraduate and graduate programs, 
CSULB is positioned to become one of the premiere CSULB is positioned to become one of the premiere 
urban universities in the country and seeks students urban universities in the country and seeks students 
interested in an exciting and rewarding collegiate. interested in an exciting and rewarding collegiate. 

The proposed University Facilities Master Plan will The proposed University Facilities Master Plan will 
provide the campus with improved and expanded provide the campus with improved and expanded 
facilities and resources over the next thirty years and facilities and resources over the next thirty years and 
proposes to increase the current fi gure of 25,000 proposes to increase the current fi gure of 25,000 
full time equivalent students (FTES) to 31,000 full time equivalent students (FTES) to 31,000 
FTESFTES. A total of approximately 370,000 square feet . A total of approximately 370,000 square feet 
is planned to be added to the campus inventory is planned to be added to the campus inventory 
as part of this proposed Facilities Master Plan as part of this proposed Facilities Master Plan 
excluding parking structures. To meet these growing excluding parking structures. To meet these growing 
needs of the campus, existing campus utilities needs of the campus, existing campus utilities 
need to be evaluated and upgraded as necessary need to be evaluated and upgraded as necessary 
to accommodate the expansion.  A campus map to accommodate the expansion.  A campus map 
showing the proposed facilities that are being added showing the proposed facilities that are being added 
under the Facilities Master Plan is enclosed at the under the Facilities Master Plan is enclosed at the 
end of the chapter. The map also indicates buildings end of the chapter. The map also indicates buildings 
that are being replaced under the Master Plan.that are being replaced under the Master Plan.

P2S Engineering Inc. was contracted by CSULB P2S Engineering Inc. was contracted by CSULB 
to evaluate the existing utilities currently serving to evaluate the existing utilities currently serving 
the existing Campus, consider alternatives for the existing Campus, consider alternatives for 
improvements, and make specifi c recommendations improvements, and make specifi c recommendations 
to alter/upgrade/modify the existing utility to alter/upgrade/modify the existing utility 
infrastructure to support new buildings, major infrastructure to support new buildings, major 
renovations, and building replacements that form renovations, and building replacements that form 
part of the proposed University Facilities Master part of the proposed University Facilities Master 
Plan.  Plan.  

The utilities within the campus boundaries comprise The utilities within the campus boundaries comprise 
of domestic and fi re water, sewer, storm drain, of domestic and fi re water, sewer, storm drain, 
irrigation water, chilled and hot water distribution, irrigation water, chilled and hot water distribution, 
gas, electrical and telecommunications systems, and gas, electrical and telecommunications systems, and 
are all owned and operated by the campus. Southern are all owned and operated by the campus. Southern 
California Gas Company and Southern California California Gas Company and Southern California 
Edison Company provide gas and power to the Edison Company provide gas and power to the 
campus respectively. Verizon is the local exchange campus respectively. Verizon is the local exchange 
carrier (LEC) for the telecommunication services.carrier (LEC) for the telecommunication services.

The University has its own electrical distribution The University has its own electrical distribution 
system which receives 66kV transmission service system which receives 66kV transmission service 
from Southern California Edison and purchases from Southern California Edison and purchases 
its electric supply directly from an energy service its electric supply directly from an energy service 
provider. provider. 

The University also has a central heating and cooling The University also has a central heating and cooling 
plant with a thermal energy storage that provides plant with a thermal energy storage that provides 
heating and cooling to majority of the buildings heating and cooling to majority of the buildings 
on campus. The thermal energy storage system on campus. The thermal energy storage system 
reduces the peak electrical loads and saves the reduces the peak electrical loads and saves the 
University substantial costs by shifting the cooling University substantial costs by shifting the cooling 
production to off peak hours.production to off peak hours.

CSULB has a combined electric and gas CSULB has a combined electric and gas 
expenditures of nearly $5.2million. The University’s expenditures of nearly $5.2million. The University’s 
total energy consumption is approximately total energy consumption is approximately 
50,000,000kwh with a total energy usage of 50,000,000kwh with a total energy usage of 
77,000BTU’s per sqft each year.77,000BTU’s per sqft each year.

The total domestic water and sewer costs at the The total domestic water and sewer costs at the 
University total to about $295,913 and $36,000 University total to about $295,913 and $36,000 
respectively per year. The reclaimed water costs are respectively per year. The reclaimed water costs are 
approximately $70,000 per year. approximately $70,000 per year. 

Since the majority of the campus was built in the Since the majority of the campus was built in the 
1950’s, the campus has certain aging utilities that 1950’s, the campus has certain aging utilities that 
are in need of repairs and upgrades. With the are in need of repairs and upgrades. With the 
exception of power, telecommunications and chilled exception of power, telecommunications and chilled 
water and heating hot water distribution, majority of water and heating hot water distribution, majority of 
the wet utilities date back to campus inception and the wet utilities date back to campus inception and 
are over 50 years old.are over 50 years old.

Objective
The objective of this utility master plan study is to 
evaluate the existing utilities currently serving the 
existing CSULB Campus, consider alternatives 
for improvements and make cost-effective and 
specifi c recommendations as necessary to alter/
upgrade/modify the existing utility infrastructure 
to support new buildings, major renovations, and 
building replacements that form part of the proposed 
University Facilities Master Plan.  

Methodology
The following methodology was adopted in 
formulating our utility infrastructure master plan.

• A critical aspect in the evaluation of the existing 
utility systems serving a facility is a detailed 
and accurate fi eld investigation of the current 
systems.   A detailed survey of the existing utility 
systems that currently serve the facilities at the 
CSULB campus was undertaken, and existing 
conditions, together with potential problems, 
were identifi ed. The surveyed information was 
verifi ed through available record drawings and 
meetings with the campus facilities staff. 

• Each utility system was then evaluated for 
capacity, functionality, reliability, ease of 
maintenance, age, and its ability to serve the 
present and future needs of the campus. 

• Alterations/upgrade/modifi cations necessary 
to support new buildings, major renovations, 
and building replacements that form part of the 
proposed University Facilities Master Plan were 
identifi ed.  

• Costs associated with each of the required utility 
upgrades were then developed based on our 
recommendations. 

Report Overview
Our following Utility Infrastructure Master Plan 
report provides an analysis of the present utility 
systems currently serving the facilities, identifi es 
potential problems associated with each of these 
utility systems, defi nes future requirements, outlines 
recommended solutions and phasing plans, and 
costs to implement them. The utility systems that 
were evaluated and included in our report are: 
Domestic and Fire Water System, Sewer System, 
Storm Drain System, Irrigation Water, Natural Gas 
System, Chilled and Heating Hot Water Systems, 
Electrical Systems and Telecommunication Systems.

A description of each utility system, including current 
conditions and identifi ed problems, is presented in 
Chapter 2. Information on each utility system was 
obtained through fi eld surveys, existing documents 
and records, and discussions with campus staff 
knowledgeable with utility systems. 

Chapter 3 includes a description of planned growth 
of the campus, as well as a description of how each 
utility system is positioned to handle future growth. 
Chapters 2 and 3 of the report thus identify potential 
problems for each of the utility systems associated 
with both existing conditions and planned growth. 

Chapter 4 provides recommendations and 
modifi cations necessary to each of the utility systems 
to accommodate present and future needs of the 
campus. 

Chapter 5 provides an implementation and phasing 
plan for each of the utility systems. 

Chapter 6 provides cost estimates for the proposed 
recommendations. 

Appendices ‘A’ ‘B’ ‘C’ and ‘D’ include modeling 
information for the various utilities  and fi re fl ow test 
reports. 
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Summary of Our Findings 
and Recommendations
The following section summarizes our fi ndings 
and our recommended solutions for each of the 
existing utility systems that were evaluated as 
part of our study.  Estimated cost to upgrade each 
of these systems is also included following our 
recommendations.

Domestic and Fire Water System:

Findings

• An evaluation of the existing Water System 
revealed that portion of the existing water 
system comprises of old transite and ACP mains 
pipe. In addition the existing water pipes on the 
south side of the campus are undersized.  The 
evaluation also revealed that some lines will 
have to be relocated due to proposed buildings 
located on top of the existing lines.

Recommendations

• Replace existing transite and ACP mains with 
PVC class 900 plastic pipe in phases and allow 
for upsizing pipe where necessary. This can 
be achieved by replacing lines adjacent to new 
construction projects to bring portions of the 
campus to a more functional level.  

• Relocate lines that are in the site of proposed 
buildings.

Cost

• $980K

Sewer System:

Findings

• An evaluation of the existing Sewer System 
revealed that it is adequate in size to support 
the present and future needs of the campus. 
However, portions of the existing system has 
roots intrusion and few of the lines were found 
to have cracking and joint replacement. The 
evaluation also revealed that some lines will 
have to be relocated due to proposed buildings 
located on top of the existing lines.

Recommendations

• Replace existing lines that are affected by 
root intrusions and have cracks and joints 
displacement.

• Relocate lines that are in the site of the 
proposed buildings.

Cost

• $700K

Storm Drain System:

Findings

• An evaluation of the existing Storm Drain 
System revealed that it is adequately sized 
for campus storm water fl ows and can 
accommodate a 10year storm event. Repairs 
will need to be made to pipes that have 
deteriorated due to age.  In addition, some 
lines will have to be relocated due to proposed 
buildings located on top of the existing lines.

Recommendations

• Replace deteriorated pipe and relocate lines that 
are in the site of the proposed buildings.

Cost

• $460K

Irrigation water

Findings

• An evaluation of the existing irrigation water 
system revealed that the south portion of the 
campus is connected to the domestic water 
system and the north portion of the campus 
connects to a reclaimed water system. 
The south portion of the irrigation lines are 
connected to the potable water mains by 
atmospheric pressure breakers which are not 
compliant with the local health department 
regulations.

Recommendations

• The reclaimed water networks on the north 
side of the campus are recommended to be 
connected together to form a single network. 
Combining the two networks into one would 
provide redundancy to the system in case 
repairs are ever needed and would help improve 
pressure and fl ow.

• A thorough study of the non backbone system 
components is warranted to verify code 
compliance on the south side of the campus. 
Any non-compliant components should be 
considered for upgrade to backfl ow preventor 
systems.

Cost

• $175K

Chilled and Heating Hot Water Systems:

Findings

• An evaluation of the existing Heating Systems 
serving the buildings at the campus revealed 
that the boilers and their associated pumps 
are adequate to support proposed buildings 
provided under Phase 1. However, additional 
heating capacity of 10,800mbh will be required 
to support the balance facilities proposed as part 
of the facilities master plan.   

• An evaluation of the existing Cooling Systems 
serving the buildings at the campus revealed 
that although the system is adequately sized to 
meet the current demands of the campus, an 
additional 10,000ton-hours of Thermal energy 
storage will be required to support the full build 
out.

Recommendations

• Provide additional heating capacity of 
10,800mbh to the existing Central Plant

• Provide additional 10,000ton- hours of TES to 
the existing Central Plant.

• Implement energy effi ciency measures provided 
in our Energy report dated January 31, 2006.

Cost

• $3 million
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Electrical System:

Findings

• An evaluation of the existing Electrical System 
revealed that the main switchgear and the 
distribution system are in good condition. 
However, some feeders are not balanced and 
need to have loads shifted to balance them.  
Base of few 15kV selector switches that form 
part of the electrical distribution system were 
found to be corroded. 

• One of the main 66kV-12kV transformers is 
old and has past its useful life. In addition, the 
confi guration of the existing system allows both 
transformers to trip in event of a fault.   

• A few lines were found to be in confl ict with the 
proposed buildings and need to be relocated. 

Recommendations

• Balance loads on existing feeders. 

• Replace existing 66kV-12kV transformer 
and provide a 66kV breaker in SCE portion 
of campus substation to allow independent 
operation of transformers.

• Relocate lines to accommodate new buildings.

• Replace 15kV cables at the end of their life 
span.

Cost

• $3 million

Telecommunications System:

Findings

• The telecommunications infrastructure was 
recently upgraded to CSU Standards for the 
interbuilding pathways, media, and spaces 
that serve state-owned buildings.  It is in good 
condition and has suffi cient capacity to meet 
the University’s requirements for the next 
twenty-fi ve years.  Some ductbanks and cables 
systems will be extended in order to serve new 
campus building sites.

• The proposed locations for some proposed 
building projects are in confl ict with existing 
telecommunications ductbanks.  The locations 
of the proposed building sites will require minor 
revisions to avoid the ductbanks or the existing 
ductbanks with cables will require rerouting in 
order to maintain service to adjacent buildings.

• The type of station cables are Category 5e and 
will require replacement with Category 6 type 
cables, recently adopted CSU standard, as new 
technology is implemented in the buildings.

• The infrastructure in the majority of non-state 
buildings including spaces, pathways, and 
media are congested, obsolete, and do not meet 
current CSU Standards.  The infrastructure 
inside the non-state buildings will need to be 
replaced in order to continue service from the 
University’s data network. 

Recommendations

• Adjust boundaries of the proposed building 
sites to avoid or minimize relocation of existing 
telecommunications ductbanks.

• Adopt Category 6 type copper cables as the 
campus standard.  Implement Category 6 type 
cables for all new/renovation building projects. 

• Upgrade the telecommunications infrastructure 
in all non-state buildings including new 
and dedicated telecommunications rooms, 
pathways, and media.  Cutover all working 
voice, data, and video services to the new cable 
systems and remove the existing obsolete 
cables from the existing conduit system.

Cost

• $1.35 million

A spreadsheet summarizing our fi ndings, our 
recommendations and our total costs to upgrade 
each of the utility systems follows the chapter.

Gas System:

Findings

• An evaluation of the existing Gas System 
revealed that the system has adequate capacity 
to serve proposed buildings. However, majority 
of the campus distribution system is composed 
of PVC pipe with some portions retrofi tted 
with P.E. or steel pipe.  PVC pipe is not the 
recommended plastic pipe material to be used 
for a natural gas distribution system. In addition, 
the existing PVC pipes are connected with 
glue and are breaking down causing gas leaks 
through out the distribution system.

Recommendations

• Replace existing PVC pipe with P.E. pipe.

• Provide modifi cations to the existing distribution 
system to accommodate the proposed buildings 
as detailed in the report.

Cost

• $570K
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Utility Findings Recommendations Cost

Domestic Fire and Water • An evaluation of the existing Water System revealed that portion of the existing water system 
comprises of old transite and ACP mains pipe. In addition the existing water pipes on the south side 
of the campus are undersized.  The evaluation also revealed that some lines will have to be relocated 
due to proposed buildings located on top of the existing lines.

• Replace existing transite and ACP mains with PVC class 900 plastic pipe in 
phases and allow for upsizing pipe where necessary. This can be achieved by 
replacing lines adjacent to new construction projects to bring portions of the 
campus to a more functional level.

• Relocate lines that are in the site of the proposed buildings.

$980,000

Sanitary Sewer • An evaluation of the existing Sewer System revealed that it is adequate in size to support the present 
and future needs of the campus. However, portions of the existing system has roots intrusion and 
few of the lines were found to have cracking and joint replacement. The evaluation also revealed that 
some lines will have to be relocated due to proposed buildings located on top of the existing lines.

• Replace existing lines that are affected by root intrusions and have cracks 
and joints displacement.

• Relocate lines that are in the site of the proposed buildings.

$700,000

Storm Drain • An evaluation of the existing Storm Drain System revealed that it is adequately sized for campus 
storm water fl ows and can accommodate a 10year storm event. Repairs will need to be made to 
pipes that have deteriorated due to age.  In addition, some lines will have to be relocated due to 
proposed buildings located on top of the existing lines.

• Replace deteriorated pipe.

• Relocate pipes that are in the site of the proposed buildings.

$460,000

Irrigation Water • An evaluation of the existing irrigation water system revealed that the south portion of the campus is 
connected to the domestic water system and the north portion of the campus connects to a reclaimed 
water system. The south portion of the irrigation lines are connected to the potable water mains by 
atmospheric pressure breakers which are not compliant with the local health department regulations.

• The reclaimed water networks on the north side of the campus are 
recommended to be connected together to form a single network. Combining 
the two networks into one would provide redundancy to the system in case 
repairs are ever needed and would help improve pressure and fl ow.

• A thorough study of the non backbone system components is warranted to 
verify code compliance on the south side of the campus. Any non-compliant 
components should be considered for upgrade to backfl ow preventor 
systems.

$175,000

Chilled and Heating Hot Water Systems • An evaluation of the existing Heating Systems serving the buildings at the campus revealed that 
the boilers and their associated pumps are adequate to support proposed buildings provided under 
Phase 1. However, additional heating capacity of 10,800mbh will be required to support the balance 
facilities proposed as part of the facilities master plan.   

• An evaluation of the existing Cooling Systems serving the buildings at the campus revealed that 
although the system is adequately sized to meet the current demands of the campus, an additional 
10,000ton-hours of Thermal energy storage will be required to support the full build out.

• Provide additional heating capacity 10,800mbh to the existing Central Plant

• Provide additional 10,000ton- hours of TES to the existing Central Plant.

• Implement energy effi ciency measures provided in our Energy report dated 
January 31, 2006.

$3,000,000

Natrual Gas • An evaluation of the existing Gas System revealed that the system has adequate capacity to serve 
proposed buildings. However,  majority of the campus distribution system is composed of PVC pipe 
with some portions retrofi tted with P.E. or steel pipe.  PVC pipe is not the recommended plastic pipe 
material to be used for a natural gas distribution system. In addition, the existing PVC pipes are 
connected with glue and are breaking down causing gas leaks through out the distribution system.

• Replace existing PVC pipe with P.E. pipe.

• Provide modifi cations to the existing distribution system to accommodate the 
proposed buildings as detailed in the report.

$570,000

Electrical • An evaluation of the existing Electrical System revealed that the main switchgear and the distribution 
system are in good condition. However, some feeders are not balanced and need to have loads 
shifted to balance them.  Base of few 15kV selector switches that form part of the electrical 
distribution system were found to be corroded. 

• One of the main 66kV-12kV transformers is old and has past its useful life. In addition, the 
confi guration of the existing system allows both transformers to trip in event of a fault.   

• A few lines were found to be in confl ict with the proposed buildings and need to be relocated. 

• Balance loads on existing feeders. 

• Replace existing 66kV-12kV transformer and provide a 66kV breaker in SCE 
portion of campus substation to allow independent operation of transformers.

• Relocate lines to accommodate new buildings.

• Replace 15kV cables at the end of their life span.

$3,000,000

Telecommunications • The telecommunications infrastructure was recently upgraded to CSU Standards for the interbuilding 
pathways, media, and spaces that serve state-owned buildings.  It is in good condition and has 
suffi cient capacity to meet the University’s requirements for the next twenty-fi ve years.  Some 
ductbanks and cables systems will be extended in order to serve new campus building sites.

• The proposed locations for some proposed building projects are in confl ict with existing 
telecommunications ductbanks.  The locations of the proposed building sites will require minor 
revisions to avoid the ductbanks or the existing ductbanks with cables will require rerouting in order to 
maintain service to adjacent buildings.

• The type of station cables are Category 5e and will require replacement with Category 6 type cables, 
recently adopted CSU standard, as new technology is implemented in the buildings.

• The infrastructure in the majority of non-state buildings including spaces, pathways, and media 
are congested, obsolete, and do not meet current CSU Standards.  The infrastructure inside the 
non-state buildings will need to be replaced in order to continue service from the University’s data 
network. 

`• Adjust boundaries of the proposed building sites to avoid or minimize 
relocation of existing telecommunications ductbanks.

• Adopt Category 6 type copper cables as the campus standard.  Implement 
Category 6 type cables for all new/renovation building projects. 

• Upgrade the telecommunications infrastructure in all non-state buildings 
including new and dedicated telecommunications rooms, pathways, and 
media.  Cutover all working voice, data, and video services to the new cable 
systems and remove the existing obsolete cables from the existing conduit 
system.

$1,350,000
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